We explore the stellar structure of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) disk using data from the Survey of the MAgellanic Stellar History (SMASH) and the Dark Energy Survey (DES). We detect a ring-like stellar overdensity in the red clump star count map at a radius of ∼6
Contrary to a long-held view that the Milky Way (MW) is the main perturber of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), over the last decade evidence has grown that the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) is instead responsible for most of the perturbations (e.g., Besla et al. 2012 Besla et al. , 2016 . According to high-precision proper motions from the Hubble Space Telescope (Kallivayalil et al. 2006a,b; Piatek et al. 2008; Kallivayalil et al. 2013 ) and confirmed by van der Marel & Sahlmann (2016) using Gaia DR1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) , the LMC-SMC pair (MCs) is likely on their first infall into the MW, whereas the pair has been gravitationally bound to each other at least for several Gyr (Besla et al. 2012) .
Although the LMC disk as a whole is generally welldescribed as a planar disk, it exhibits many interesting asymmetric features such as one prominent spiral arm, spur-like structures, an off-centered bar (de Vaucouleurs 1955; de Vaucouleurs & Freeman 1972) , an inner warp (Olsen & Salyk 2002) , an outer warp (Choi et al. 2018 ), a shell-like structure (de Vaucouleurs 1955; Irwin 1991) , and stellar substructures in the periphery of the disk (Mackey et al. 2016; Mackey et al. 2018 ). Many of these structures are common in Magellanic Irregulars (de Vaucouleurs & Freeman 1972) , and can be explained naturally by repeated interactions with their companions (e.g., Berentzen et al. 2003; Bekki 2009; Besla et al. 2016) . In particular, the formation of off-centered stellar bars seems to require tidal interactions with smaller halos (e.g., Bekki 2009; Besla et al. 2012) . Besla et al. (2012) proposed the possibility of a recent direct collision following a number of fly-by encounters between the MCs. A number of observational lines of evidence support a direct collision between the MCs a few hundred Myr ago (e.g., Olsen et al. 2011; Noël et al. 2015; Besla et al. 2016; Carrera et al. 2017; Choi et al. 2018; Niederhofer et al. 2018; Zivick et al. 2018) . For example, Choi et al. (2018) detected a new warp in the outer southwestern LMC disk as well as a tilted off-centered bar and the inner warp, which was previously found by Olsen & Salyk (2002) . Zivick et al. (2018) reported updated HST proper motions of the SMC and used orbit calculations to find that the mean impact parameter of the MCs collision is 7.5±2.5 kpc.
A direct collision by a satellite galaxy can produce significant ripples in the host galaxy (e.g., Gómez et al. 2013 Gómez et al. , 2017 . Coherent ripples in the disk can then appear as a ring-like stellar overdensities (Purcell et al. 2011) . If this has occurred in the LMC as well, then over-and underdensities across the LMC disk can be expected, either resulting from a direct collision or repeated perturbation by the SMC.
A shell-like (we call it "ring-like") structure in the LMC disk has been mentioned in the literature, but only very briefly. de Vaucouleurs (1955) made the first detection of this structure as a faint outer loop based on his long exposure photographs, and interpreted this structure as a one-arm spiral emanating from the western end of the bar and wrapping around the LMC main body. A hint of this structure was also found in the distribution of star clusters (e.g., Westerlund 1964; Irwin 1991) and in a ratio map of carbon-rich to oxygen-rich asymptotic giant branch stars (Cioni & Habing 2003) . According to the more recent star cluster catalog by Bica et al. (2008) , this structure is outlined by the spatial distribution of intermediate-age star clusters, older than stellar associations (> a few Myr) and younger than old (< 4 Gyr) star clusters (see their Fig. 2 ).
Evidence for this ring structure can be also found in more recent stellar number density studies. For example, van der Marel (2001) found an excess of stars in their 1D radial stellar number density profile for red giant branch (RGB) and asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) and the Deep Near-Infrared Southern Sky Survey (DENIS; Epchtein et al. 1997 ) data. They suggested a tidal origin for this excess. An impression of the ringlike stellar structure is also present in the Gaia DR1 and DR2 star count maps in Belokurov et al. (2017) and Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018) , respectively. Because the emphases of their work were on the stellar tidal tails at larger radii around the MCs using variable stars (Belokurov et al. 2017 ) and on the analysis of the stellar proper motions (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) , nothing was mentioned about the ring-like structure that is the focus of our study.
In short, while this stellar overdensity has been known to exist for over 60 years, no study has conducted a detailed investigation to characterize the structure quantitatively and understand its origin. In this paper, we map the structure via detailed disk modeling, characterize its properties, and briefly discuss its possible origin.
DATA

SMASH Data
The Survey of the MAgellanic Stellar History (SMASH) is a Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Flaugher et al. 2015) survey that has completely mapped the main bodies of the Clouds, and probed the Magellanic Periphery and the Leading Arm region by sampling "island" fields over a ∼2400 deg 2 area of the sky, at ∼20% filling factor. The goal of the deep photometric (ugriz∼24th mag) survey is to study the stellar structure and star formation history of the Clouds, with particular focus on low density stellar populations associated with the stellar halos and tidal debris of the Magellanic Clouds. Using old, main-sequence (MS) stars as a tracer, a technique previously adopted by the Outer Limits Survey (OLS; Saha et al. 2010) , SMASH data should be able to reveal the relics of the formation and past interactions of the MCs down to surface brightnesses equivalent to Σ g = 35 mag arcsec −2 over a vast area. Nidever et al. (2017) describes the reduction and calibration of the data as well as the first public data release, which contains ∼700 million measurements of ∼100 million objects in 61 deep and fully-calibrated fields from the SMASH survey
19 . The photometric precision of the final SMASH catalogs is roughly 1.0% (u), 0.7% (g), 0.5% (r), 0.8% (i), and 0.5% (z). The obtained calibration accuracies are 1.3% (u), 1.3% (g), 1.0% (r), 1.2% (i), and 1.3% (z). The median 5σ point source depths in ugriz bands are (23.9, 24.8, 24.5, 24.2, 23 .5) mag. The astrometric precision is ∼15 mas and accuracy is ∼2 mas with respect to the Gaia DR1 astrometric reference frame (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 ). We refer the readers to Nidever et al. (2017) for further details on the survey, data reduction and photometry.
In this study, we use 62 fields 20 that cover the LMC main body, and use the red clump (RC) and bright MS stars to study the LMC's structure. In each field catalog, we first select point-like sources using the DAOPHOT morphology parameters "chi" and "sharp": chi<3 (<5 for Fields 36 and 41 in the center) and | sharp | <1 (<2 for Fields 36 and 41). Contamination by unresolved background galaxies and the foreground MW stars inside the LMC main body is negligible, especially within the magnitude range of our interest.
DES Data
The Dark Energy Survey Data Release 1 (DES DR1) was made earlier this year (Abbott et al. 2018) , and it is easily accessible through the NOAO Data Lab 21 . In addition to the SMASH data, we use DES data near the LMC main body to better constrain the exponential disk by adding coverage of the northern disk up to ρ = 9.5
• from the center (see Fig. 1 ). Beyond ∼9.5
• to the north, the number density of LMC RC stars decreases rapidly and the level of contamination from MW foreground becomes severe. Thus, we only make use of the DES data inside ρ = 9.5
• for modeling the LMC disk.
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS STELLAR
POPULATIONS
The geometric distribution of young and old populations are significantly different from each other in the LMC disk (e.g., Zaritsky et al. 2004; Balbinot et al. 2015) . This sector is chosen due to the most complete radial coverage in our RC map. We divide the sector into 11 slices in azimuthal angle of 2 • and compute stellar density radial profiles in each slice. All profiles are well described as a single exponential disk with a prominent excess peaked around 6 • from the LMC center.
In this section, we describe our selection of the RC stars, which are a representation of intermediate-age population, and bright MS stars, which are a representation of young population, and then briefly discuss their spatial distribution. The RC is the stellar population used in Choi et al. (2018) to measure the LMC disk's inclination and the line-of-nodes position angle that we adopt in this study when modeling the LMC RC disk. We use the bright MS population to get a rough constraint on the ages of stars composing the ring-like overdensity that we investigate.
Selecting Red Clump Stars
The RC is one of the most prominent features in the LMC color-magnitude diagram (CMD). RC stars are in the core He-burning stage, and have relatively low masses with intermediate age on average ( 2 Gyr; Castellani et al. 2000) and moderately high metallicity. In the CMD, RC stars occupy a well defined, narrow region due to their uniform core mass regardless of their initial mass. This fundamental property results in very limited effective temperatures and luminosities, allowing RC stars to be used to accurately measure distances and extinctions (Girardi 2016 , and references therein).
We follow the procedure used in Choi et al. (2018) to select LMC RC stars. Briefly, we carefully define the RC selection box rather than using a simple rectangular region around the RC (see Fig. 3 in Choi et al. 2018) to minimize the contaminants in the RC selection. To do that, we define a large initial box around the RC with g−band magnitude range between 18.5 and 21. The color range varies for each field according to their dust extinction, while the slope is fixed along the extinction vector. The maximum color is set by the contamination by MW foreground stars. The number of unique SMASH LMC RC stars is ∼2.2 million.
The RC selection from the DES data is nearly identical to that used for the SMASH data. One difference is that we select the RC field-by-field from the SMASH data where dust and variations in stellar population govern the RC morphology, while we select the RC from the DES data in four azimuthal slices to have enough RC stars to be clumped in a CMD and to minimize possible contamination at the same time. The RC morphology does not change very much in the outer LMC disk due to rather homogeneous populations and lack of internal dust, but the shift in the magnitude with position angle due to the disk inclination is not negligible. Thus we slice the DES data azimuthally to limit the shift in the RC magnitude by 0.1 mag based on the predicted magnitude variation map generated with the inclination and line-ofnodes measurements from Choi et al. (2018) . This allows us to reduce the contamination from non-RC stars by keeping the RC selection box fairly narrow. The solid arcs in Figure 1 show the predicted magnitude variation with respect to the fiducial magnitude. The ∆ m = 0 mag arc is parallel to the LMC line-of-nodes passing through the LMC center.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows the star count map of the selected RC stars from both the SMASH and DES data. There is a smooth continuation between the two data sets. The orange line outlines the region contiguously covered by the SMASH data. We refer the readers to Choi et al. (2018) for a more detailed discussion on the intrinsic RC properties, our RC selection in CMDs, and the resulting RC star count map.
Selecting Young Stellar Populations
The top-left panel of Figure 2 shows the combined Hess diagram of SMASH LMC bright MS stars. For bright MS, we select stars with g-band magnitude brighter than 20 mag and -0.8 < g − i < 0.3. The gray dashed polygon denotes our selection box. The number of selected unique bright MS stars is ∼3 million. We do not include the DES data to construct a list of bright MS stars because the SMASH data alone provide sufficient information on the spatial distribution of bright MS stars and there are no significant number of bright MS stars in the DES region. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of selected bright MS stars in a range of magnitude bins. The maximum age in each bin increases from ∼100 Myr to ∼1.8 Gyr. While the RC stars show a relatively smooth and extended spatial distribution, the young MS stars are highly structured and mostly confined in the inner disk. The MS stars in brighter magnitude bins (g < 17.5 mag) are distributed in clumpy structures while fainter ones (17.5 < g < 19 mag) form coherent structures such as the central bar and one prominent spiral arm, indicating hierarchical star formation (e.g., Harris & Zaritsky 2009; Sun et al. 2017 ). However, the latter structures are only evident when looking at MS stars fainter than ∼18 mag. The lack of the bar structure in the youngest bins agrees with the detailed star formation histories of the LMC bar (Monteagudo et al. 2018 ). The MS stars fainter than ∼19 mag extend to even larger radii and start resembling the RC spatial distribution. The maps of bright MS stars as a function of their apparent magnitude suggests that the star forming disk has dramatically shrunk over the last ∼2 Gyr from a radius of ∼6
• to ∼2
• . This is consistent with the outside-in LMC formation scenario (Meschin et al. 2014 ).
Coordinate Definition and Transformation
In this section, we briefly introduce each of the three coordinate systems used in this work following van der Marel & Cioni (2001) and Mackey et al. (2016) : angular coordinates (ρ,φ), tangent plane coordinates (ξ,η), and the galaxy plane coordinates (x,y,z). For coordinate transformation from the celestial coordinates (right ascension α, declination δ) and distance D, we adopt the LMC center as the origin with (α 0 ,δ 0 ) = (82.25
• ,−69.50 • ) and D 0 = 49.9 kpc (van der Marel 2001; de Grijs et al. 2014) . We adopt the center of the bar as (α, δ) = (79.91
• , −69.45 • ) (de Vaucouleurs & Freeman 1972) . In addition, we use inclination and line-of-nodes position angle (i,θ) = (25.86
• ,149.23 • ) as determined by Choi et al. (2018) using the 3D spatial distribution of the RC.
Angular coordinates (ρ,φ) are defined on the celestial sphere around the origin point (α 0 ,δ 0 ) as follows:
(1) where ρ is the angular distance of a point (α,δ) from the origin and φ is the position angle measured counterclockwise from the west at constant declination δ 0 .
The (ξ,η) tangent plane coordinates are obtained through the gnomonic projection of the sphere onto a tangent plane:
The observed and modeled stellar densities are compared in 10 ×10 cells in this tangent plane (see Section 4.3).
A Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) is used to represent the LMC disk plane. The (x,y)-galaxy plane is defined as an infinitely thin plane that is inclined with respect to the sky plane by an angle i about the line-ofnodes with a position angle θ. We compute the expected stellar number density at positions in the disk plane. The coordinates are
(3) In the LMC galaxy plane (i.e., z = 0), the line-of-sight distance (D) is,
DECOMPOSING THE LMC DISK
We model the observed RC star count map as a twocomponent galaxy with an exponential disk and a boxy bar to constrain the underlying smooth disk structure and better characterize the overdense substructure. 
where r is
4.2. The Off-centered Bar In contrast to an exponential disk, it is non-physical to model a bar as an inclined 2D structure because of its significant z-direction thickness compared to its x, y dimension. Thus, we model the 2D bar as it appears in the tangent plane.
For the 2D elliptical bar, there are seven fitting parameters, bringing the total number of parameters included in the two-component modeling to eleven. We adopt the modified Ferrer profile for a bar (e.g., Laurikainen et al. 2007; Peng et al. 2010) ,
where µ 0,b is the bar central number density, r out is the end of the bar profile, α determines the sharpness of the truncation at r out , and β determines the inner slope of the profile.
To account for the boxiness/diskiness, we apply a gen- eralized ellipse as follows:
The C 0 parameter determines the shape of the bar: C 0 = 2 -purely elliptical; C 0 > 2 -boxy; C 0 < 2 -disky. The bar ellipticity can be determined from the b/a ratio, = 1 − (b/a). The final model prediction in each cell (ij) is the sum of the projected disk component in the tangent plane and the bar component:
An extra term in front of µ d,xy , which is the exponential disk central number density in the galaxy plane, takes care of the factors from the gnomic projection of the predicted number of stars in a given area on the galaxy plane at a distance D as well as a distance gradient across the given cell in the tangent plane.
Modeling the Disk
We use only the RC stars, not the bright MS stars, as tracers of the LMC disk and bar, as they sample a population that should be dynamically well mixed. We decompose the LMC into a disk and bar using a Bayesian Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) . With the Bayesian approach, we can extract the posterior probability distribution functions (pPDFs) of each of the model parameters, as well as the covariance between parameters. We can also incorporate prior knowledge about the model parameters. We use flat priors within physically meaningful ranges and zero outside those ranges (see Table 1 ). Specifically, we impose a conservative prior on bar size, motivated by its apparent morphology and the model prediction (< 3.5
• ; van der Marel 2001; Zaritsky 2004; Besla et al. 2012) . Without setting this limit, the bar model always tries to fit substructures in the inner disk (e.g., sub-dominant spiral arm and even a part of the ring-like overdensity) as much as possible.
To achieve the computational efficiency and accuracy, 22 http://dan.iel.fm/emcee we compute the log probability:
where lnP (µ obs | µ m ) is a log-likelihood and lnP (µ m ) is the logarithm of the prior probability. For the stellar number count modeling, we use the Poisson likelihood:
(11) Instead of starting the walkers randomly sampled from flat priors, we run MCMC for 100-1,000 steps several times to find a good initial guess for parameters. Restarting the walkers around the maximum log-probability position of the last step in the previous run is an efficient way for finding reasonable initial guesses of the parameters. This technique also helps prevent the walkers from getting stuck at local likelihood maxima.
Once we set a reasonable initial point in the parame- ter space, we start 100 independent walkers in a small 11-dimensional sphere around the initial guess. At earlier steps in the chain, the walkers do not represent the true pPDFs. Once we run MCMC long enough (∼10 autocorrelation times; Foreman- Mackey et al. 2013) , the ensemble of the walkers approximates the true pPDFs and thus we can estimate the parameters after discarding the burn-in steps in the chain. We determine conservatively the length of the burn-in phase based on the log-probability over steps in the chain to assure the minimal effect of initial values. Figure 3 shows the one-dimensional (1D) marginalized posterior distributions and two-dimensional (2D) joint posterior contours for the four exponential disk parameters and seven bar parameters. The 2D contour plots show covariances between all pairs of parameters. Specifically, there are strong correlations between the central stellar number density (µ 0,d ) and disk scale length (r d ), between r d and disk axis ratio, between the bar central surface density µ 0,b and α and β, and between α and β. We list the resulting estimates for each parameter distribution in Table 1 .
STELLAR OVERDENSITY IN THE LMC DISK
With the exception of the two bar parameters (r out and C 0 ), all other parameters are well constrained. When the r out reaches to its maximum allowed value, the bar model tries to fit the surrounding stellar number density by becoming boxier. The main purpose of modeling the disk and bar simultaneously is to help characterize the amplitude of the ring-like overdensity better, not to model the bar perfectly. Furthermore, non-inclusion of bar modeling in our disk fitting does not change the existence, morphology, and the maximum amplitude of the overdensity. However, the variation of the amplitude as a function of position angle depends on the inclusion of bar modeling and the maximum allowed r out , especially on the west and east sides where the bar major-axis crosses the disk. The amplitude in the north and south is reasonably robust against the bar modeling.
Our best-fit exponential disk parameters are consistent with previous studies. Specifically, the disk scale length of ∼1.67 kpc, the ellipticity of ∼0.2, and the disk position angle of ∼80
• are consistent with the previous investigations of the LMC disk (e.g., van der Marel 2001). It indicates that the major axis of the LMC disk elongates in the direction that is almost perpendicular to the lineof-nodes. Although we limit the maximum bar size based on physical reason, we would not argue that we constrain the bar well. Broadly speaking, the bar is boxy and its major-axis is almost parallel to the line-of-nodes, and its minor-axis is slightly shorter than the half length of its major-axis.
In the left panel of Figure 4 , we present the ratio map of the RC star count map over the disk model fit. It clearly reveals a ring-like stellar overdensity spanning all azimuthal angles at radii between 4
• and 7
• , depending on position angle, with a mean radius of ∼6
• . The west and east sides are closer (4-5
• ) to the center while the north and south sides are farther away (5-7
• ). We emphasize that there is no spatial overlap between the MS maps of stars younger (brighter) than 1 Gyr (19 mag) and the overdensity, indicating it is mostly composed of stars older than at least 1 Gyr. The amplitude of the overdensity also varies with position angle, and reaches up to 2.5× as large as the smooth underlying disk. The width of the overdensity is ∼1
• and varies little with position angle. An excess of RGB and AGB stars in the radial stellar number density profile was also detected at ∼6
• by van der Marel (2001) . In addition, Belokurov et al. (2017) described the radial density profile of LMC RR Lyrae, which stem from older populations than the RC, as a broken power law with the break at ∼7
• . Although the older RR Lyrae population might have a different density profile than the RC, we suggest that it is possible that the RR Lyrae profile could be also one single exponential with an overdensity at ∼6-7
• making it appear as a broken power law. While the eastern side of the overdensity appears round, the western side is somewhat linear with a kink at (ξ,η) = (−4
• ,−1 • ). This linearity is also seen in the star count map by de Vaucouleurs (1955); de Vaucouleurs & Freeman (1972); Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018) , and numerical models of the LMC (Besla et al. 2016) . Asymmetry induced by repeated interactions with the SMC can naturally explain this linearity and kink in the overdensity (e.g., Yozin & Bekki 2014; Besla et al. 2016 ).
An overdense structure seen at ρ ∼ 7.5
• just north of the LMC center might not be a continuation of the ring-like overdensity in the southern disk. In fact, this structure coincides with the arc feature found by de Vaucouleurs & Freeman (1972) ; Besla et al. (2016) , suggesting this is a distinct substructure from our ring-like overdensity at 6
• . Because of the gap in the northern disk between the SMASH and DES data, it is hard to tell whether the ring-like overdensity at 6
• is a complete ring or a pseudo ring from this data set. Regardless of its full shape, an almost ring-like spiral arm is a common feature found in highly perturbed spiral galaxies, such as is likely the case for the LMC.
Another interesting feature, but much weaker than the ring overdensity, is seen in the ratio map at smaller radii. This structure emerges from bottom of the eastern side of the bar, stretches toward the southwest, and finally merges into the ring-like overdensity at 6
• . This feature is evident in the deep optical imaging presented in Besla et al. (2016) and denoted as a sub-dominant arm. Mackey et al. (2016) found a portion of a ring-like structure in the northern disk at radii between 9
• and 13
• , but their data was not sufficient to further investigate that structure at smaller radii. Our ring-like overdensity at 6
• does not seem to be the continuation of the feature they detected at this large radius or their streamlike feature at even larger radius. However, both features could potentially have been created by the same mechanism as our overdensity, i.e., repeated tidal interactions with the SMC.
In the right panel of Figure 4 , we present the spatial distribution of star clusters on top of the ratio map. The ring-like overdensity at 6
• seems to be consistent with the spatial distribution of intermediate age star clusters (Bica et al. 2008) . Unfortunately, specific ages of individual clusters are not provided by Bica et al. (2008) . Nayak et al. (2016) measured ages of Bica et al. (2008) clusters around the bar and showed that most of them are younger than < 250 Myr. If we exclude these younger clusters, the spatial correlation between the overdensity and the rest of Bica et al. (2008) clusters becomes more clear. A star cluster catalog with masses and ages compiled from the SMASH data will be available soon (Johnson et al., in prep).
DISCUSSION
There are two key properties of the ring-like overdensity at 6
• (1) it mostly consists of stars older than ∼1 Gyr; and (2) the amplitude of the overdensity is up to 2.5× higher than the smooth underlying disk. Here we explore two most possible scenarios that might explain the origin of this structure.
In the first scenario, the ring-like overdensity formed from the evolution of a one-armed spiral. A one-armed spiral, triggered by repeated tidal encounters with the SMC, can wind up around the LMC main body over time (∼1-2 Gyr, e.g., Gómez et al. 2013; Besla et al. 2016) . The amplitude of this structure may become more pronounced after the SMC's recent collision (∼150 Myr ago, Zivick et al. 2018) . In this scenario, the lack of young stellar populations can be naturally understood in that the disturbances induced by the SMC at earlier times primarily affect the outer disk, which is dominated by older stars. This picture is consistent with simulations of repeated interactions between the MCs (Besla et al. 2012) . Theoretical simulations of this general scenario have illustrated that a tidally induced ring-like spiral overdensity can be 2-3× larger than the smooth disk (e.g., Purcell et al. 2011; Gómez et al. 2013) , which agrees with the amplitude of the observed structure.
In the second scenario, the ring-like overdensity is an immediate tidal response to the recent collision with the SMC. In this scenario, the structure can be interpreted as 'ringing' (e.g., Gómez et al. 2012b,a) . Gómez et al. (2013) showed that radial density waves can induce a significant overdensity when a satellite galaxy plunges through the disk of its host galaxy. Although their simulation was optimized for the interaction between the MW and the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy (with roughly a 1:10 mass ratio), the same logic can be applied to the LMC and SMC interaction, which have a similar mass ratio. Indeed, pronounced disturbances are expected in the LMC disk after the recent SMC collision (Besla et al. 2012; Pardy et al. 2016) . In this scenario, recent star formation may be expected in the ring-like overdensity. However, if the overdensity is a simple stellar response to the density waves, the age of the composing stars is not necessarily connected to the age of the structure. The fact that the overdensity only shows up in intermediate or older age stars may simply indicate that there were no young stars present at those radii at the time of the recent collision.
In both scenarios, the resulting structures are expected to be short-lived ((∼1-2 Gyr) e.g., Berentzen et al. 2003; Yozin & Bekki 2014; Pardy et al. 2016) , although repetitive encounters can reform the structure. Furthermore, in both scenarios, the origin of the ring-like overdensity at 6
• is a product of tidal interactions with the SMC, rather than the MW. To test the origin of this structure, additional observational and numerical studies should be conducted. Observationally, we can look for: (1) radial propagation either in the stellar motions themselves or star formation across the ring overdensity as in Choi et al. (2015) ; and (2) radial variations of the mean vertical stellar velocity, which is expected in vertical density waves (Gómez et al. 2016 (Gómez et al. , 2017 . Numerically, the existence of the ring-like overdensity and its properties can be tested in simulations with high resolution by investigating different values of the SMC's mass and orbital parameters. Because the position and amplitude of the ring-like overdensity strongly depend on the SMC's parameters, and in particular its impact parameter with the LMC, our findings will strongly constrain the dynamical evolution of the MCs. Given the sensitivity of the interaction history of the MCs to the tidal field of the MW, such studies will also constrain the total dark matter halo mass of the MW. Finally, these advances will help improve our general understanding of galaxy dynamics, using the MCs as a prototype for an interacting/colliding pair of galaxies.
